### Arrival Routes Report

**Route: 2402 - GREAT SENECA CREEK ES (PURPLE)**  
**First Stop Time:** 8:24 A.M.  
**Stop Description**  
1. 16817 GERMANTOWN RD 20874  
2. RIFFLE FORD RD AND CARLSON FARM DR  
3. RIFFLE FORD RD FROM SIEVER CT TO AUTUMN TRAIL DR - RSO  
4. AUTUMN TRAIL DR AND AUTUMN HARVEST CT  
**8:40 A.M.** GREAT SENECA CREEK ES 13010 DAIRYMAID DR, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
340 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2411 - GREAT SENECA CREEK ES (BLUE)**  
**First Stop Time:** 8:28 A.M.  
**Stop Description**  
1. SANDERLING PL AND SANDERLING CT (FROM 2412)  
2. SANDERLING PL AND MARBLE HILL PL (FROM 2412)  
3. SHEARWATER PL AND ANSEL TER @ POOL HOUSE  
4. SMOKEWOOD DR @ THE MAILBOXES  
**8:40 A.M.** GREAT SENECA CREEK ES 13010 DAIRYMAID DR, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
340 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2412 - GREAT SENECA CREEK ES (RED) (FROM 2407)**  
**First Stop Time:** 8:25 A.M.  
**Stop Description**  
1. MONARCH VISTA DR AND INDIAN GRASS DR  
2. MONARCH VISTA DR AND STAG HORN CT  
3. RIFFLE FORD RD FROM MONARCH VISTA DR TO CHARITY LA - RSO  
4. 17514 CHARITY LA 20874  
5. CHARITY LA AND CHARITY CT  
**8:40 A.M.** GREAT SENECA CREEK ES 13010 DAIRYMAID DR, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
340 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2417 - GREAT SENECA CREEK ES (BROWN)**  
**First Stop Time:** 8:28 A.M.  
**Stop Description**  
1. QUEENSTOWN LA AND RED ROCKS DR (FROM 2412)  
2. RED ROCKS DR AND PARRECO FARM DR (FROM 2412)  
3. CROWNSGATE WAY AND DUNBAR TER KINGSVIEW LEARNING CENTER - 301-515-4944  
4. LEAMAN FARM RD AND ALE HOUSE CIR  
**8:40 A.M.** GREAT SENECA CREEK ES 13010 DAIRYMAID DR, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
340 - REGULAR SCHOOL

**Route: 2419 - GREAT SENECA CREEK ES (ORANGE)**  
**First Stop Time:** 8:25 A.M.  
**Stop Description**  
1. CROWNSGATE WAY AND COACHMANS RD  
2. MAYTIDE WAY AND KINGSHILL RD  
3. SCHAEFFER RD FROM KINGSBROOK DR TO 13700 SCHAEFFER RD [INCLUDING 13950 SCHAEFFER RD] - RSO (Do not pull in)  
4. 13932 SCHAEFFER RD 20874  
**8:40 A.M.** GREAT SENECA CREEK ES 13010 DAIRYMAID DR, GERMANTOWN, MD 20874  
340 - REGULAR SCHOOL